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Abstract
We study the computational complexity of computing solutions for the square-cut pizza sharing
problem. In this problem, we have n mass distributions in the plane, and the task is to find a path
that uses horizontal and vertical segments that splits each of the masses in half while making at most
n− 1 turns. We show that finding an approximate solution to this problem is PPA-complete, while
finding an exact solution is FIXP-hard and in BU. Our PPA-hardness result applies even when all mass
distributions are unions of non-overlapping squares, and our FIXP-hardness result applies even when
all mass distributions are unions of weighted squares and right-angled triangles. When the path is
restricted to have at most n− 2 turns, we show that the approximate problem becomes NP-complete,
and the exact problem becomes ETR-complete.
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1 Introduction
Mass partition problems ask us to fairly divide measurable objects that are embedded into Euclidean
space [28]. Perhaps the most well-known mass partition problem is the ham sandwich problem, in
which three masses are given in three-dimensional Euclidean space, and the goal is to find a single
plane that cuts all three masses in half. Recently, there has been interest in pizza sharing problems,
which are mass partition problems in the two-dimensional plane. For example, it was recently shown
that it is possible to simultaneously bisect four two-dimensional masses using two straight-line cuts [3].
Figure 1: Partitions of the plane to R+ and R−. Subfigure (a): a square-cut-path with eight turns.
Observe that the path is not y-monotone. Subfigure (b): a y-monotone square-cut-path with four
turns.
In this paper, we focus on a different but related problem that we call square-cut pizza sharing. In
this problem, there are n masses in the [0, 1]2 plain. The task is to simultaneously bisect all masses
using cuts, but the method of generating the cuts is different. Specifically, we seek a square-cut, which
consists of a single path that is the union of horizontal and vertical line segments. See Figure 1 for two
examples of square-cuts. Intuitively, we can imagine that a pizza cutter is placed on the plane, and
is then moved horizontally and vertically without being lifted in order to produce the cut. Note that
the path is allowed to wrap around on the horizontal axis: if it exits the left or right boundary, then
it re-appears on the opposite boundary. So the cut on the right in Figure 1 is still considered to be a
single square-cut.
It has been shown that, given n masses, there always exists a square-cut-path (termed SC-path) that
makes at most n − 1 turns and simultaneously bisects all of the masses [21]. This holds even if the
SC-path is required to be y-monotone, meaning that the path never moves downwards [21]. In this
paper, we will study the computational complexity of finding such an SC-path.
Computational complexity of fair division problems. There has been much interest recently in the
computational complexity of fair division problems. In particular, the complexity class PPA has risen
to prominence, because it appears to naturally capture the complexity of solving these problems. For
example, it has recently been shown that the ham sandwich problem and the well-known necklace
splitting problem are both PPA-complete [14].
More generally, PPA captures the problem of finding a solution to a problem whose solution is
guaranteed by the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, since finding an approximate solution to a Borsuk-Ulam
function, or finding an exact solution to a linear Borsuk-Ulam function are both known to be PPA-
complete problems [27, 7]. The existence of solutions to the ham sandwich problem, the necklace
splitting problem, and indeed the square-cut pizza sharing problem can all be proved via the Borsuk-
Ulam theorem1.
Theorem 1 (Borsuk-Ulam). Let f : Sd 7→ Rd be a continuous function, where Sd is a (d + 1)-dimensional
sphere. Then, there exists an x ∈ Sd such that f (x) = f (−x).
The other class of relevance here is the class BU, which consists of all problems that can be reduced
to finding an exact solution to a Borsuk-Ulam function [7]. This class is believed to be substantially
1It has also been shown that the Borsuk-Ulam theorem is equivalent to the ham sandwich theorem which states that the volumes
of any n compact sets in Rn can always be simultaneously bisected by an (n− 1)-dimensional hyperplane [29].
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harder than the class PPA, because it is possible to construct a Borsuk-Ulam function that only has
irrational solutions. Due to this, it is not currently expected that BU will be contained in FNP (which
is the class of function problems whose solutions can be verified in polynomial time), whereas the
containment of PPA in FNP is immediate.
Unfortunately, it is not currently known whether BU has complete problems. There are, however,
problems in BU that are known to be FIXP-hard [7]. FIXP is the class of problems that can be reduced
to finding an exact fixed point of a Brouwer function [11]. It is known that FIXP ⊆ BU, and since there
exist Brouwer functions that only have irrational fixed points, it is likewise not expected that FIXP will
be contained in FNP.
Our contribution. We study the computational complexity of the square-cut pizza sharing problem,
and we specifically study the case where all masses are unions of weighted polygons. We study both
the exact and the approximate versions of the problem. All of our results are summarized in Table 1.
For the approximate problem, our main result is to show that finding a square cut with n− 1 turns
that ε-approximately bisects n mass distributions is a PPA-complete problem. In fact, we show three
different hardness results for the approximate problem.
• Our main hardness result show hardness for ε = 1/poly(n), and it is able to show that it is
PPA-hard even to find an SC-path with n + n1−δ turns, where δ < 1 is a constant.
• By making adjustments to the result above, we are able to extend the hardness to the case where
all of the polygons are axis-aligned unweighted non-overlapping squares.
• Finally, we are able to show a hardness result for constant ε, but in this case the hardness is
PPAD-hardness, which is a slightly weaker hardness result than PPA-hardness.
We then turn our attention to the computational complexity of finding an exact solution to the
problem. Here we show that the problem of finding an SC-path with at most n− 1 turns that exactly
bisects n masses lies in BU, and is FIXP-hard. This hardness result applies even if all mass distributions
are unions of weighted axis-aligned squares and right-angled triangles. In order to prove this result,
we provide a simpler existence proof for a solution to the square-cut pizza sharing problem that
follows the lines of the original proof from [21].
Finally, we study the decision version of the problem. While a solution to the problem is guaranteed
to exist for cuts that make n− 1 turns, this is not the case if only n− 2 turns are allowed. We show that
deciding whether there exists an approximate solution that makes at most n− 2 turns is NP-complete,
and deciding whether there is an exact solution that makes at most n− 2 turns is ETR-complete, where
ETR consists of every decision problem that can be formulated in the existential theory of the reals.
From a technical point of view, our containment results are shown by directly reducing the square-
cut pizza sharing problem to the Borsuk-Ulam problem. Our hardness results are obtained by re-
ducing from the consensus halving problem, which was one of the first fair-division problems to be
shown to be PPA-complete [13]. We provide a single reduction from consensus halving to square-cut
pizza sharing, and then the various different hardness results for consensus halving yield the different
results that we have stated above. We remark that, if in the future, consensus halving is shown to be
BU-complete under block and triangle valuations for the agents, then our work will also imply that
exact square-cut pizza sharing will also be BU-complete.
The technical parts of the proofs are deferred to the Appendix.
Further related work. Since mass partitions lie in the intersection of topology, discrete geometry,
and computer science there are several surveys on the topic; [4, 6, 24, 32] focus on the topological
point of view, while [1, 9, 19, 20, 22] focus on computational aspects. Consensus halving [31] is the
mass partition problem that received the majority of attention in Theoretical Computer Science so
far [8, 12, 14, 15, 16].
2 Preliminaries
Mass distributions. A mass distribution µ on [0, 1]2 is a measure on the plane such that all open
subsets of [0, 1]2 are measurable, 0 < µ(R2) < ∞, and µ(S) = 0 for every subset of [0, 1]2 with
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Reduction Hardness ε Turns Pieces Overlap Theorem
Overlapping PPA 1poly(n) n + n
1−δ poly(n) O(n) 11
Overlapping PPAD c n + k 6 3 12
Overlapping NP 1poly(n) n− 2 6 3 13
Checkerboard PPA 1poly(n) n + n
1−δ poly(n) 0 14
Exact FIXP 0 n− 1 6 3 16
Exact ETR 0 n− 2 6 3 17
Table 1: A summary of our hardness results. Here, c, k, and δ are absolute constants. Turns denotes the
maximum number of turns the path can have. Pieces refers to the maximum number of distinct poly-
gons that define every mass distribution. Overlap denotes the number of different mass distributions
that can contain any point of [0, 1]2.
dimension lower than 2. A mass distribution µ is finite-separable, or simply separable, if it can be
decomposed into a finite set of non-overlapping areas a1, a2, . . . , ad such that µ([0, 1]2) = ∑di=1 µ(ai).
In addition, a separable mass distribution µ is piece-wise uniform, if for every i and every S ⊆ ai it
holds that µ(ai ∩ S) = ci · area(ai ∩ S) for some ci > 0 independent of S. A separable mass distribution
µ is uniform if for every S ⊆ ai it holds that µ(ai ∩ S) = area(ai ∩ S). Finally, a mass distribution is
normalised if µ([0, 1]2) = 1. A set of mass distributions has overlap k if any point of [0, 1]2 belongs to at
most k distributions.
Mass distributions can be categorized according to their shape as well. So, a separable mass
distribution is a:
• d-polygon, if it can decomposed into d non-overlapping polygons p1, p2, . . . , pd;
• d-`-square, if it can decomposed into d squares s1, s2, . . . , sd each of edge-size `, when ` = 1 we
say that it is a unit-square.
We will denote by ÏABC a triangle with vertices A, B, C and, when clear from context, we will also
use the same notation to indicate the area of the triangle. Two intersecting line segments AB, BC define
two angles, denoted ÂBC and ĈBA. The order of the vertices implies a direction of the segments, i.e.
in the former angle we have AB, BC and in the latter we have CB, CA. We consider the direction of the
segments and define the angle to be the intersection of the left halfspaces of the segments. Therefore
ÂBC = 360◦ − ĈBA. This order will not matter if clear from context (e.g. in triangles).
Square-cut-paths. A square-cut-path, denoted for brevity SC-path, is a non-crossing directed path that
is formed only by horizontal and vertical line segments and in addition it is allowed to “wrap around”
in the horizontal dimension. Figure 1 shows two examples of SC-paths. A turn of the path is where
a horizontal segment meets with a vertical segment. An SC-path is y-monotone if all of its horizontal
segments are monotone with respect to y axis. Any SC-path naturally partitions the plane into two
regions, that we call R+ and R−.
Pizza sharing. An SC-path ε-bisects a mass distribution µ, if |µ(R+) − µ(R−)| ≤ ε and it simulta-
neously ε-bisects a set of mass distributions M if |µi(R+) − µi(R−)| ≤ ε for every µi ∈ M. The
ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing problem is to find a SC-path with n− 1 turns that simultaneously ε-bisects a set
of n mass distributions.
Definition 2. For any n ≥ 1, the problem ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing is defined as follows:
• Input: ε > 0 and mass distributions µ1, µ2, . . . , µn on [0, 1]2.
• Output: A partition of [0, 1]2 to R+ and R− using a y-monotone SC-path with at most n− 1 turns
such that for each mass distribution i it holds that |µi(R+)− µi(R−)| ≤ ε.
In [21] it was proven that ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing always admits a solution for every ε ≥ 0. Although
it is not hard to construct instances of ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing where n− 1 turns are necessary for any
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SC-path in order to define a solution, there might be cases where a solution can be achieved with
an SC-path with fewer turns. Hence, study the decision version of the problem, denoted ε-SC-Pizza-
Sharing(D), where we ask whether we can find a solution with k turns, where k < n− 1.
Complexity classes. ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing is an example of a total problem, which is a problem that
always has a solution. The complexity class TFNP (Total Function NP) [25] contains all total problems
whose solutions can be verified in polynomial time.
There are several well-known subclasses of TFNP that we will use in this paper. The class PPA,
defined in [27], captures problems whose totality is guaranteed by the parity argument on undirected
graphs. The complexity class PPAD ⊆ PPA is the subclass of PPA containing all problems whose totality
is guaranteed by the parity argument on directed graphs. We will show hardness and completeness
results for these classes by reducing from the consensus halving problem, which is discussed below.
The complexity class ETR consists of all decision problems that can be formulated in the existential
theory of the reals [23, 30]. It is known that NP ⊆ ETR ⊆ PSPACE [5], and it is generally believed that ETR
is distinct from the other two classes. The class FETR (Function ETR) consists of all search problems
whose decision version is in ETR.
We also use two complexity classes that can be the thought of as capturing total search problems
within ETR, or to be more specific, TFETR (Total Function ETR).2 The class BU ⊆ TFETR was introduced
in [7] and captures problems whose totality is guaranteed by the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. The class
FIXP ⊆ BU was defined in [10] and captures problems whose totality is guaranteed by Brouwer’s fixed
point theorem.
Consensus Halving. The hardness results that we will show in this paper will be shown by a reduction
from the consensus halving problem.
In the ε-Consensus-Halving problem, there is a set of n agents with valuation functions vi over
the interval [0, 1], and the goal is to find a partition of the interval into subintervals labelled either
“+” or “−”, using at most n cuts. This partition should satisfy that for every agent i, the total value
for the union of subintervals I+ labelled “+” and the total value for the union of subintervals I−
labelled “−” is the same up to ε, i.e., |vi(I+)− vi(I−)| ≤ ε. We will consider the following types for
a valuation function vi; see Figure 2 for a visualization.
• k-block. vi can be decomposed into at most k non-overlapping (but possibly adjacent) intervals
[a`i1, a
r








ij] has density cij and 0 otherwise. So, vi([a
`
ij, x]) =
(x− a`ij) · cij for every x ∈ [a`ij, arij] and vi([0, 1]) = ∑j vi([a`ij, arij]) = 1.
• 2-block uniform. vi is two-block and the density of every interval is ci.
• k-block-triangle. vi is the union of a k-block valuation function and an extra interval [a`i1, a
r
i1],
where vi([a`i1, x]) = (a
`
i1 − x)2 for every x ∈ [a`i1, ari1] and (a`i1, ari1) ∩ [a`ij, arij] = 0 for every j ∈ [k].
Figure 2: (a) 3-block valuation; (b) 2-block uniform valuation; (c) 1-block-triangle valuation.
3 Containment results for SC-Pizza-Sharing
In this section we present containment results for the exact and approximate versions of SC-Pizza-
Sharing that we study in this paper. All of our containment results revolve around a proof that
2Both FETR and TFETR were introduced in [7] as the natural analogues of FNP and TFNP.
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Figure 3: An instance with 8 mass distributions. A vector on S8 corresponds to slices and vertical cuts,
which define a y-monotone SC-path.
solutions exist for SC-Pizza-Sharing that utilizes the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. A proof of this kind
was already presented in [21], but we will present our own proof which is conceptually simpler, as it
does not use any involved topological techniques. An advantage of our proof is that it can be made
algorithmic, and so it can be used to show that SC-Pizza-Sharing is contained in BU. Then, by making
simple modifications to the BU containment proof, we show the other containment results hold.
3.1 Containment results for exact SC-Pizza-Sharing
Existence of a SC-Pizza-Sharing solution. We begin by proving that a solution to exact SC-Pizza-
Sharing always exists. This proof holds for arbitrary mass distributions, but for our algorithmic
results we will only consider the case where the mass distributions are unions of polygons with holes.
Our proof is based on the proof of Karasev, Roldán-Pensado and Soberón given in [21], but they use
more involved techniques from topology, which we would like to avoid, since our goal is to implement
the result algorithmically.
Let Sn denote the L1 sphere in (n + 1)-dimensions. The Borsuk-Ulam theorem states that if f :
Sn 7→ Rn is a continuous function, then there exists a point #»P ∈ Sn such that f ( #»P) = f (− #»P). We
will show how to encode SC-paths as a points in Sn, and then we will build a function f that ensures
that f (
#»
P) = f (− #»P) only when the SC-path corresponding to #»P is a solution to the SC-Pizza-Sharing
problem.
Figure 3 gives an overview for our SC-path embedding. The embedding considers only y-monotone
SC-paths. The path itself is determined by the points x1, x2, . . . , and y1, y2, . . . , which define the points
at which the path turns. The path begins on the boundary on the line y1, and then moves to x1, at
which points it turns and moves upwards to y2, and it then turns to move to x2, and so on.
But these points alone do not fully specify the path, since the decision of whether to move to the
right or to the left when moving from xi to xi+1 has not been specified. To do this, we also include
signs that are affixed to each horizontal strip. We will call the two sides of the cut side A (non-shaded)
and side B (shaded). The (i + 1)-st strip [yi, yi+1] is split into two by the vertical line segment on x = xi
that starts from point (xi, yi) and ends at (xi, yi+1), with one part being on side A, and the other being
on side B. If the strip is assigned the sign + then the area on the left of the strip is on side A of the cut,
while if the strip is assigned the sign − then the areas on the right of the strip is on side A of the cut.
Once the sides of the cut have been decided, there is then a unique way to move through the points in
order to separate sides A and B.
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Figure 4: (a) The triangulation with only non-obtuse triangles. After the standard triangulation, extra
line segments (in red colour) are added to ensure non-obtuseness. (b) A non-obtuse triangleÏABC and
its decomposition into axis-aligned right-angled triangles: ÏXYB +ÏXBZ−ÎAYB−ÏXAC−ÎCBZ.
So, an SC-path with n − 1 turns, can be represented by n variables and dn/2e signs. We then
embed these into the sphere Sn in the following way. We give an informal description here, and the
full definition will be given in the proof of Theorem 3. We encode the y values as variables zi ∈ [−1, 1]
where yi+1 = yi + |zi|, while the x values are encoded as values in [−1, 1], where |xi| defines the ith
value on the x axis. We use the signs of the zi variables to define the signs for the strips. Finally, we
then shrink all variables so that their sum lies in [−1, 1], and we embed them as a point in Sn using
one extra dimension as a slack variable in case the sum of the absolute values of the variables does not
equal 1.
The key property is that, if a point
#»
P ∈ Sn represents an SC-path, then the point − #»P represents
exactly the same SC-path but with all signs flipped, and thus sides A and B will be exchanged.
Therefore, we can write down a function f , where f (
#»
P)i outputs the amount of mass of the i-th mass
distribution that lies on the A side of the cut, and therefore any point
#»
P satisfying f (
#»
P) = f (− #»P)
must cut all mass distributions exactly in half.
So, we get the following theorem that is proved formally in Appendix B.
Theorem 3 (originally by [21]). Let n be a positive integer. For any n mass distributions in R2, there is a
path formed by only horizontal and vertical segments with at most n− 1 turns that splits R2 into two sets of
equal size in each measure. Moreover, the path is y-monotone.
BU-containment. The next step is to turn this existence result into a proof that SC-Pizza-Sharing is
contained in BU. We begin by recapping the definition of BU given in [7]. An arithmetic circuit is a
circuit that operates on real numbers, and uses gates from the set {c,+,−,×c,×, max, min}, where a
c-gate outputs the constant c, a ×c gate multiplies the input by a constant c, and all other gates behave
according to their standard definitions. The class BU contains every problem that can be reduced to
Borsuk-Ulam.
Definition 4 (Borsuk-Ulam).
• Input: A continuous function f : Rd+1 7→ Rd presented as an arithmetic circuit
• Task: Find an x ∈ Sd such that f (x) = f (−x).
While Theorem 3 utilizes the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, it does not directly show containment in BU,
because it does not construct an arithmetic circuit. We now show how this can be done if the mass
distributions are unions of polygons with holes.
The key issue is how to determine how much of a polygon lies on a particular side of the cut. To
do this, we first triangulate all polygons, as shown in Figure 4(a) to obtain mass distributions that
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are the unions of triangles. We then break each individual triangle down into a sum of axis-aligned
right-angled triangles. This is shown in Figure 4(b), where the triangleÏABC is represented as the sum
ofÏXYB +ÏXBZ−ÎAYB−ÏXAC−ÎCBZ.
We then explicitly build an arithmetic circuit that, given the point x ∈ Sn+1 used in Theorem 3,
and a specific axis-aligned right-angled triangle, can output the amount of mass of that triangle that
lies on side A of the cut. Then the function f used in Theorem 3 can be built simply by summing over
the right-angled triangles that arise from decomposing each of the polygons. So we get the following
theorem, which is proved formally in Appendix C.
Theorem 5. Exact SC-Pizza-Sharing for weighted polygons with holes is in BU.
ETR containment. In the following theorem we show that the problem of deciding whether there exists
an exact solution of SC-Pizza-Sharing with n mass distributions and k ∈N turns in the SC-path is in
ETR. Consequently, this implies that the respective search problem lies in FETR, and as it is apparent
from the BU containment result of this paper, when k ≥ n− 1 the problem is in BU (⊆ TFETR ⊆ FETR).
To show this we use the proof of Theorem 5. The detailed proof can be found in Appendix D.
Theorem 6. For any k ∈ N, deciding whether there exists an SC-path with k turns that is an exact solution
for SC-Pizza-Sharing with n mass distributions is in ETR.
3.2 Containment results for approximate SC-Pizza-Sharing
PPA containment. The following theorem shows PPA containment of ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing via a reduc-
tion to the ε-Borsuk-Ulam problem which is in PPA [7].
Definition 7 (ε-Borsuk-Ulam).
• Input: A continuous function f : Rd+1 7→ Rd presented as an arithmetic circuit, along with two
constants ε, λ > 0.
• Task: Find one of the following.
1. A point x ∈ Sd such that ‖ f (x)− f (−x)‖∞ ≤ ε.
2. Two points x, y ∈ Sd such that ‖ f (x)− f (y)‖∞ > λ · ‖x− y‖∞.
If the second task is accomplished, then we have found witnesses x, y ∈ Sd that function f is not
λ-Lipschitz continuous in the L∞-norm as required. But if the first task is accomplished then we have
an approximate solution to the Borsuk-Ulam problem. To prove the theorem we utilize Theorem 5 and
the Lipschitzness of the function we have constructed in its proof. The detailed proof can be found in
Appendix E.
Theorem 8. ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing for weighted polygons with holes is in PPA.
NP containment. Finally, we show deciding whether there exists a solution for ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing
with k turns is in NP, for any k ∈ N. We prove this via a reduction to ε-Borsuk-Ulam problem
when ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing is parameterized by the number of turns the SC-path must have. Our proof
combines ideas and results from the proofs of Theorems 6, 8, and 5. The detailed proof can be found
in Appendix F.
Theorem 9. For any k ∈ N, deciding whether there exists an SC-path with k turns that is a solution for
ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing with n mass distributions is in NP.
4 Hardness results for SC-Pizza-Sharing
Here we show all hardness results regarding the exact and approximate versions of SC-Pizza-Sharing.
In Section 4.1 we provide hardness reductions for ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing, while in Section 4.2 we give
hardness reductions for exact SC-Pizza-Sharing.
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4.1 Hardness results for approximate SC-Pizza-Sharing
In this section we prove several hardness results for ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing. We give two different re-
ductions that allow us to prove a variety of results. The first one, which we call the “overlapping”
reduction, is conceptually simpler, and it reduces from ε-Consensus-Halving with k-block valua-
tions. It produces SC-Pizza-Sharing instances where every mass distribution is a union of piece-wise
uniform unit-squares. We use this to prove PPA-hardness, PPAD-hardness, and NP-hardness for the
problem when we have overlapping mass distributions.
The second reduction, which we call the “checkerboard” reduction is more technical and reduces
from ε-Consensus-Halving with 2-block uniform valuations. It allows us to prove PPA-hardness even
when every mass distribution is di-`i-unit-square uniform. While the overlapping reduction produces
mass distributions that can overlap each other, the checkerboard reduction produces an instance in
which the mass distributions do not touch each other.
Since both reductions are from ε-Consensus-Halving with block valuations, we will begin by
introducing some notation. For both reductions, we will reduce from an instance ICH of ε-Consensus-
Halving with k-block valuations for the agents. Thus, the valuation function of agent i is defined by
the subintervals [a`ij, a
r
ij] for j ∈ [k].
The first step of both reductions is to partition [0, 1] to subintervals that are defined by points of
interest. We say that a point x ∈ [0, 1] is a point of interest if it coincides with the beginning or the end
of a valuation block of an agent; formally, x is a point of interest if x ∈ {a`ij, arij} for some i ∈ [n] and
j ∈ [k]. Let 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xm ≤ 1 denote the points of interest and [xj, xj+1] denote the intervals
of interest. Observe that m ≤ 2 · n · k. In addition, observe that for every j the difference xj+1 − xj is
polynomially bounded with respect to the input size.
Figure 5: Subfigure (a): An instance of Consensus-Halving with three agents with block uniform
valuations and the corresponding points of interest. Subfigure (b): the corresponding instance of SC-
Pizza-Sharing; observe that on s2 all three different mass distributions exist and on s3 the green and
the blue distributions exist.
Overview of the overlapping reduction. The key idea behind the reduction is to encode Consensus-
Halving instance as a sequence of diagonal squares in the SC-Pizza-Sharing instance. This can be
seen in Figure 5. On the left we show a Consensus-Halving instance with three agents. The points
of interest, which consist of any point at which some agent’s valuation changes, are shown along the
bottom of this instance. These points conceptually splits the Consensus-Halving instance into blocks,
since in between any pair of consecutive points of interest, all agents have a non-changing valuation.
On the right in Figure 5 we show how this instance is encoded in the SC-Pizza-Sharing instance.
There are three mass distributions, coloured blue, green, and red, and each mass distribution corre-
sponds to an agent from the Consensus-Halving instance. The instance consists of a sequence of
squares, which are lined up diagonally, and each square corresponds to the corresponding block from
the Consensus-Halving instance. Square s1 corresponds to the region between x1 and x2 and so con-
tains a single block from the blue mass distribution, square s2 corresponds to the region between x2
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Figure 6: Translation of the turns of the SC-path to cuts. Observe that we need one turn in order the
SC-path to enter the square.
and x3 and so contains three blocks, and so on. The squares are weighted according to the valuations
of the agents, so in s2, the red and green squares get higher weights than the blue square, since the
red and green agents value that block higher than the blue agent does.
The key observation is that if an SC-path cuts two distinct squares, then it must make at least
one turn in between due to the diagonal arrangement of the squares. This will allow us to transform
an SC-path with n − 1 turns into a sequence of n cuts for the Consensus-Halving instance: every
time the path passes through a square, we transform it into a cut in the corresponding block in the
Consensus-Halving instance. The weighting of the squares ensures that, if the SC-path cuts each of
the mass distributions in half, then the cuts will be a solution to the Consensus-Halving instance.
The construction. We are ready to formally define the reduction. Starting from an instance ICH of
Consensus-Halving, we will construct an ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing instance ISC.
For every agent i we will create a mass distribution µi. We will create m − 1 unit-squares
s1, s2, . . . , sm−1 which will be the locations where the mass distributions are placed. Unit-square sj
is defined by the points (j, j), (j + 1, j), (j, j + 1), and (j + 1, j + 1), meaning that squares sj and sj+1 are
diagonally adjacent.
If agent i has positive value cij over the interval of interest [xj, xj+1], then mass distribution µi
has density cij · (xj+1 − xj) over the j-th unit-square. This means that for any mass distribution that
appears in square sj and any area of size S ∈ [0, 1] in square sj, we have that µi(S) = S · ci · (xj+1− xj).
Observe that by the way the instance ISC is constructed, any SC-path with k turns can traverse at
most k + 1 squares. We must now show how the SC-path can be mapped to a solution for ICH .
Figure 6 shows how we translate an SC-path into a sequence of cuts for ICH . The first two diagrams
show the simple case where the SC-path passes through a square without turning. This can simply be
mapped back to a single cut in ICH that cuts the same proportion of mass from the block.
If the SC-path turns inside a square, then we must be more careful. In the third diagram the
path turns inside the square, and the square immediately before and the square immediately after the
square are both on the same side of the cut. This means that we cannot use a single cut in ICH , because
then one of the two adjacent blocks would be in the red region. So instead, we use two cuts. This is
not a problem, because the extra turn inside the square means that we can afford to use an extra cut
inside this block in ICH .
Fortunately, even if the path passes through the square multiple times, we never need to use more
than two cuts in ICH . In general, if the lower left corner of the square and the upper right corner of
the square are on the same side of the SC-path, then we use two cuts in ICH then we can use one cut.
The final example in Figure 6 shows that, even though the SC-path passes through the square multiple
times, we can still map this back to a single cut in ICH because the lower left and upper right corners
of the square are on opposite sides of the path. Formally, the translation between SC-paths and cuts
in ICH is given in the following lemma, whose proof appears in Appendix G.
Lemma 10. Every solution of the ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing instance ISC with an SC-path with k turns corresponds
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Figure 7: Subfigure (a): a part of the Consensus-Halving instance with three agents and the cor-
responding regions of interest. Here xj+1 − xj = xj+3 − xj+2 and xj+2 − xj+1 = 4 · (xj+3 − xj+2).
Subfigure (b): the corresponding tiles. Subfigure (c): the blocks Bj, Bj+1 and Bj+2. Observe that the
size of Bj+1 is four times larger than the size of Bj.
to a solution of the ε-Consensus-Halving instance ICH with k + 1 cuts.
Hardness results. So far we have reduced Consensus-Halving to ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing, but the hard-
ness result that we obtain depends on the instance of Consensus-Halving that we start with. We will
show that, by varying this instance, we can obtain a variety of hardness results.
We begin by showing PPA-hardness. In [15] it was proven that ε-Consensus-Halving is PPA-hard
for ε = 1/poly(n) even when we are allowed to use n+ n1−δ cuts, for some constant δ > 0. This result,
combined with Lemma 10, gives us the following.
Theorem 11. ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing is PPA-hard for ε = 1/poly(n), even when an SC-path with n + n1−δ
turns is allowed for some constant δ > 0, and every mass distribution is piece-wise uniform over polynomially
many unit-squares.
Next we can show PPAD-hardness. In [12] it was proven that ε-Consensus-Halving is PPAD-hard
for a constant ε, 6-block valuation functions, and even when we are allowed to use n + k cuts, for some
constant k. In addition, every agent has positive value for at most six intervals of interest and for every
interval of interest at most three agents have positive value. So, combining this with Lemma 10 gives
us the following.
Theorem 12. ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing is PPAD-hard for some absolute constant ε, even when an SC-path with
n + k turns is allowed, for some constant k > 0, every mass distribution is piece-wise uniform over six unit-
squares, and at any point of the plane at most three mass-distributions overlap.
Finally we can show an NP-hardness result. The instances from [12] were used to prove that it is
NP-hard to decide whether ε-Consensus-Halving admits a solution with n− 1 cuts. Again, we can
use Lemma 10 to get the following.
Theorem 13. It is NP-hard to decide if an ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing instance admits a solution with an SC-path
with n − 2 turns, even when every mass distribution is piece-wise uniform over six unit-squares, and at any
point of the plane at most three mass-distributions overlap.
The checkerboard reduction. Finally, we show that the problem remains PPA-hard even for un-
weighted non-overlapping squares. More formally, this means that the i-th mass distribution consists
of di squares of size `i × `i each and µi is uniformly distributed over the di squares. In addition, there
is no overlap between the mass distributions.
To do this, we use the same ideas as the overlapping reduction, but rather than producing over-
lapping squares, we create blocks instead that are filled with a checkerboard pattern to ensure that
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Figure 8: Subfigure (a): a part of the Consensus-Halving instance with two agents and the corre-
sponding regions of interest. Subfigure (b): the corresponding part in the SC-Pizza-Sharing instance.
none of the mass distributions overlap. This is shown in Figure 7. The diagram on the left shows
a Consensus-Halving instance, and the diagram on the right shows the corresponding SC-Pizza-
Sharing instance. Note that now each block is filled by a tiling that contains squares from the mass
distributions that appear in the corresponding interval of interest, where the tiling itself is shown in
the middle figure. This ensures that no two mass distributions overlap.
The size of the squares associated with a specific mass distribution that appear in a tile are in
proportion to the agent’s valuations in the Consensus-Halving instance. Since the squares in the tiles
have different sizes, SC-paths in this instance do not perfectly map to cuts in the Consensus-Halving
instance, since, for example, a different proportion of the red and blue masses may be cut within a
single square. However, we are able to show that with a sufficiently dense tiling, the difference in
proportions can be bounded, and so we can still recover an ε-solution for Consensus-Halving from
an ε′-solution for SC-Pizza-Sharing. The following theorem is proved formally in Appendix H.
Theorem 14. ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing is PPA-hard even when ε is inverse-polynomial with respect to n, one is
allowed to use n + n1−δ turns for some constant δ > 0, every mass distribution µi is uniform d-`i-square with
d = O(n), and there is no overlap between any two mass distributions.
4.2 Hardness results for exact SC-Pizza-Sharing
In this section we show hardness results for exact SC-Pizza-Sharing. We prove that solving SC-Pizza-
Sharing is FIXP-hard and that deciding whether there exists a solution for SC-Pizza-Sharing with
strictly less than n − 1 turns is ETR-hard. We prove these results using a reduction that we call the
“exact” reduction, which again starts from Consensus-Halving. This time however we will use the
instances of Consensus-Halving produced in [7], which we will denote by IDFMSCH . We note that here
the input consists of sets of points, i.e. we describe polygons by their vertices (see Appendix A). In
[7] the FIXP-hard family of instances we reduce from had as input n arithmetic circuits capturing the
cumulative valuation of n agents on [0, 1], which were piece-wise polynomials of maximum degree
2. However, since their (density) valuation functions consist of only rectangles and triangles, the
input can also be sets of points that define the aforementioned shapes. So, there is no need for extra
translation of the input of Consensus-Halving to the input of SC-Pizza-Sharing.
FIXP-hardness. Here we show that finding an exact solution to SC-Pizza-Sharing is FIXP-hard. The
key difference between this reduction and the previous reductions on the approximate versions is
that the instance IDFMSCH contains triangular shaped valuations for agents. More specifically, all of the
following hold:
1. the valuation function of every agent is 4-block+triangle, or 6-block;
2. every triangle has height 2 and belongs to exactly one interval of interest of the form [a, a + 1];
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3. for every agent i ∈ [n] there exists an interval [a, b] that contains more than half of their total
valuation and in addition for every i 6= i′ we have (a, b) ∩ (a′, b′) = ∅.
We will follow the same approach as in the overlapping reduction. Namely, every interval of
interest will correspond to a unit-square located on the diagonal of the instance. Block-shaped valua-
tions will be translated as before. For the triangular valuations, Point 2 guarantees that no triangle is
split over two different intervals of interest. Hence, we can create an axis-aligned triangle inside the
unit-square. Formally, if there exists a triangle in the interval of interest [xj, xj+1], then we create a
triangle with vertices (j, j + 1), (j + 1, j), (j + 1, j + 1) with density 1; this is because all triangles in the
Consensus-Halving instance have the same value. Figure 8 shows an example of this.
One complication is that, if the SC-path turns inside a square, then it may not be possible to map
this back to cuts in the SC-Pizza-Sharing instance. One example of this would be when the path
cuts a portion of the square without cutting the triangle at all. Fortunately, we are able to use point 3
above to show that all exact solutions to the SC-Pizza-Sharing instance must pass through n distinct
squares. Therefore, if a SC-path “wastes” a turn by turning inside a square, then it can pass through
at most n− 1 distinct squares, and so it cannot be an exact solution to the SC-Pizza-Sharing instance.
Hence we can restrict ourselves to SC-paths that do not turn inside a square. The mapping from
SC-paths to Consensus-Halving cuts is the same as the overlapping reduction. Here, in particular,
we rely on the fact that if the SC-path does not turn inside a square, then it must pass through the
triangular mass either horizontally or vertically, and so we can map this back to a single cut in the
Consensus-Halving instance.
The following lemma is proved formally in Appendix I.
Lemma 15. Any SC-path that is a solution for the produced SC-Pizza-Sharing instance, does not turn inside
any unit-square.
Combining Lemma 15 and the FIXP-hardness proven for IDFMSCH in [7] gives us the following result.
Theorem 16. SC-Pizza-Sharing is FIXP-hard even when every mass distribution consists of at most six
pieces that can be unit-squares or right-angled triangles, and they have overlap 3.
ETR-hardness. We can also show that deciding whether there is an exact SC-Pizza-Sharing solution
with n − 2 turns exists is ETR-hard. To show this, we will use a result of [7], where it was shown
that deciding whether there exists an exact Consensus-Halving solution with n agents and n− 1 cuts
is ETR-hard. We give a reduction from this version of Consensus-Halving to the decision problem
for SC-Pizza-Sharing. The reduction uses the same ideas that we presented for the BU-hardness
reduction. The full details are in Appendix J, where the following theorem is shown.
Theorem 17. It is ETR-hard to decide if an exact SC-Pizza-Sharing instance admits a solution with a SC-path
with n− 2 turns.
5 Conclusion
We studied the complexity of SC-Pizza-Sharing and we have shown that finding an approximate
solution is PPA-complete even in very simple scenarios. One advantage of our reductions is that
they are quite general and can be used as black boxes to get further results. For example, if we can
prove that ε-Consensus-Halving is PPA-hard for a constant ε and block valuations, the Overlapping
reduction implies PPA-hardness for ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing.
Our work identifies several interesting problems that require extra investigation. The most im-
portant one is whether we can get in polynomial time a solution for ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing for some
constant ε. What is the exact complexity SC-Pizza-Sharing when every mass distribution is a collec-
tion of axis-aligned rectangles? Our results show that the problem is PPA-hard and that it belongs to
BU. Is it complete for any of these classes? Another problem is the complexity of ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing
when every mass distribution consists of a constant number of non-overlapping rectangles. Also, we
have shown that computing an exact solution of SC-Pizza-Sharing is FIXP-hard and in BU. Is the
problem complete for FIXP or BU? We conjecture that it is BU-complete.
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A Input representation of SC-Pizza-Sharing.
While the mathematical proof of Theorem 3 holds for general measures which are absolutely continu-
ous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, in the computational problem SC-Pizza-Sharing we need
a standardized way to describe the input, and therefore restrict to particular classes of measures. We
consider the class of mass distributions that are defined by weighted polygons with holes. This class
consists of mass distributions with the property that are succinctly represented in the input of a Turing
machine.
We will use the standard representation of 2-d polygons in computational geometry problems, that
is, a directed chain of points. Consider a polygon that is defined by k points pi = (xi, yi), where
xi, yi ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q, for i ∈ [k], which form a directed chain C = (p1, . . . , pk). This chain represents
a closed boundary defined by the line segments (pi, pi+1) for i ∈ [k − 1] and a final one (pk, p1).
Since we consider polygons with holes, we need a way to distinguish between the polygons that
define a boundary whose interior has strictly positive weight and polygons that define the boundary
of the holes (whose interior has zero weight). We will call the former solid and the latter hollow
polygon. To distinguish between the two, we define a solid polygon to be represented by directed
line segments with counterclockwise orientation, while a hollow polygon to be represented similarly
but with clockwise orientation. Furthermore, each solid polygon Cs, its weight w and its r ≥ 0 holes
Ch1 , Ch2 , . . . , Chr in the interior, are grouped together in the input to indicate that all these directed
chains of points represent a single polygon (w, Cs, Ch1 , . . . , Chr ).
B Proof of Theorem 3
Consider the exact SC-Pizza-Sharing problem, whose definition is the same as Definition 2 for ε = 0.
We are given n measures in R2. For ease of presentation, we consider the measures to be normalized
in [0, 1]2 instead of R2.
We shall first consider the case where n is even, i.e. n = 2m for some m ∈ N \ {0}. The proof for
n = 2m− 1 is similar and is mentioned at the end of this case. Let us first split the unit-square into
m + 1 ≤ n stripes using m horizontal cuts 0 ≤ y1 ≤ y2 ≤ · · · ≤ ym ≤ 1, and denote also by y0 = 0 and
ym+1 = 1. Then, let us cut with directed (pointing upwards) vertical lines x1, x2, . . . , xm ∈ [0, 1] each
of the stripes, except for the bottom one, where a cut xi starts from the horizontal segment y = yi and
ends up touching y = yi+1. As stated earlier, the bottom stripe [0, y1] is not cut by any vertical cut (see
Figure 3 for an example).
We also define the variables z1, z2, . . . , zm+1 where |zi| = yi − yi−1, i ∈ [m + 1]. The sign of zi,
i ∈ [m + 1] indicates the sign of the leftmost part of slice [yi−1, yi] that xi−1 defines, and we set
the whole slice [0, y1] to have the sign of z1. Clearly, (z1, z2, . . . , zm+1) ∈ Sm, since ∑m+1i=1 |zi| = 1,
and (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ [0, 1]m, by definition. A feasible solution of SC-Pizza-Sharing is then the vector
(z1, . . . , zm+1, x1, . . . , xm); this defines a directed path that consists of horizontal and vertical line seg-
ments with at most 2m − 1 turns. We can recover this path using Algorithm 1. Note that in the
algorithm we implicitly suggest to navigate using the following trick: if we are at a horizontal part of
the path, say y = y′, and we hit the boundary x = 0 or x = 1 before we reach a vertical cut, then we
wrap around in the horizontal dimension and continue from point (1, y′) or (0, y′) respectively.
We will now define a Borsuk-Ulam function, namely a continuous function f : Sd 7→ Rd, for a suit-
able dimension d > 0 to be defined later. It will turn out that d = 2m = n, but having it undetermined
for as long as we can makes the proof transparent enough to help in the understanding of the cases
where d 6= n (see Theorems 6, 9 and their proofs). Let the variables Z1, . . . , Zm, R, X1, . . . , Xm be in the
(2m)-sphere S2m under the L1 norm, i.e. ∑mi=1 |Zi|+ |R|+ ∑mi=1 |Xi| = 2m. Notice that now instead of
a Zm+1 variable we have R. A vector in S2m maps back to a feasible solution (z1, . . . , zm+1, x1, . . . , xm)
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and sign(zi) = sign(Zi), ∀i ∈ [m]
sign(zm+1) = sign(R).
Also,
xi = min{|Xi|, 1}, and sign(xi) = sign(Xi), ∀i ∈ [m].
Finally, we highlight that in the map-back process, R is only used to indicate the sign of variable
zm+1, while its absolute value has no other purpose than to serve as a remainder: it ensures that
(Z1, . . . , Zm, R, X1, . . . , Xm) ∈ S2m, i.e. it is |R| = 2m− (∑mi=1 |Zi|+ ∑mi=1 |Xi|).
For any given point
#»
P = (Z1, . . . , Zm, R, X1, . . . , Xm) ∈ S2m, the Borsuk-Ulam function is defined
to be the total “+” (positive) measure on [0, 1]2 induced by
#»







P). The total positive measure is a continuous function of the variables. f is
mapped on R2m (i.e. d = 2m = n), therefore it affords to capture 2m = n distinct measures. By the
Borsuk-Ulam theorem, there exist two antipodal points
# »
P∗,− # »P∗ ∈ S2m such that f ( # »P∗) = f (− # »P∗).
Notice that f (− #»P) = µ(R−; #»P), since by flipping the signs of the variables of #»P , we consider the “−”
(negative) measure of [0, 1]2 induced by
#»
P . Therefore, when f (
# »
P∗) = f (− # »P∗) we will have µ(R+; # »P∗) =
µ(R−;
# »
P∗), that is, in each of the 2m measures, the positive total measure equals the negative one. By
mapping back
# »
P∗ ∈ S2m to the corresponding point #»p = (z1, . . . , zm+1, x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Sm × [0, 1]m, we
get a solution to SC-Pizza-Sharing. The total number of turns of the directed path is 2m− 1 = n− 1.
The proof is similar when n = 2m− 1. The horizontal cuts are again 0 ≤ y1 ≤ y2 ≤ · · · ≤ ym ≤ 1,
but the vertical cuts are x1, x2, . . . , xm−1 ∈ [0, 1], meaning that the top slice is not vertically cut. Also,
it is easy to see that one could consider the path to be again y-monotone but in the opposite direction,
meaning that there is no line segment pointing upwards.
Remark 18. Note that a symmetric proof exists, where the slices are vertical instead of horizontal, and the
cuts within the slices are horizontal instead of vertical. The analysis is similar to the one we give here, and it
guarantees the existence of an SC-path which is allowed to wrap around in the vertical dimension, it bisects all
n measures and is x-monotone with no line segment heading left (or right).
Algorithm 1 Mapping labelled cuts to SC-paths
Input: A vector (z1, . . . , zk+1, x1, . . . , xk).
Output: A feasible solution to SC-Pizza-Sharing (i.e. a SC-path).
1: Find the set T = {t1 . . . , tm} of m ≤ k + 1 of all indices of z1, . . . , zk+1, where t1 < · · · < tm and for
each ` ∈ [m] it holds that zt` 6= 0.
2: i← 1
3: i′ ← 2
4: while i′ ≤ m do
5: if zti · zti′ · (xti′−1 − xti−1) > 0 then
6: Go right (→)
7: if zti · zti′ · (xti′−1 − xti−1) < 0 then
8: Go left (←)
9: if zti · zti′ > 0 and xti′−1 − xti−1 = 0 then
10: Go up (↑)
11: if zti · zti′ < 0 and xti′−1 − xti−1 = 0 then
12: Go left (←)
13: i← i + 1
14: i′ ← i′ + 1
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C Proof of Theorem 5
Consider an arbitrary instance of exact SC-Pizza-Sharing, i.e. the one of Definition 2, where we addi-
tionally restrict the mass distributions to be weighted polygons (with holes). For ease of presentation,
we will give distinct colours to the mass distributions µi, i ∈ [n] and call them colours 1, 2, . . . , n. We
are given a set of polygons with holes in the input form described in Appendix A. We will first do a
preprocessing of the input: (a) normalization in [0, 1]2, and (b) triangulation. The former is needed in
order to simulate the space of the mathematical existence proof of Theorem 3, while the latter allows
us to construct the Borsuk-Ulam function of the aforementioned proof via circuits. For the computa-
tion of the Borsuk-Ulam function described in Appendix B we need a way of computing the “positive”
measure of a polygon, as dictated by a given feasible solution
#»
P . To simplify this computation, we will
triangulate further the polygon to end up with only non-obtuse triangles, which can be decomposed
into axis-aligned right-angled triangles (Appendix C.1).
For task (a) we first check among all polygons of all colours, what the smallest and greatest coor-
dinates of their vertices are, which defines a rectangle that includes all our polygons. Then, we find
the square with smallest sides within which the aforementioned rectangle can be inscribed. Finally,
by shifting the rectangle so that its bottom left vertex is at (0, 0), and then scaling it down so that
each side is of length 1, we get a normalized input where each polygon is in [0, 1]2 and their rela-
tive positions and areas are preserved. Task (b) is easily taken care of via already known algorithms
(e.g. [17, 2, 26, 18]) that triangulate polygons with holes in O(n log n) time (which is optimal) without
inserting additional vertices.
C.1 Computing areas of polygons via axis-aligned right-angled triangle decom-
position
Here we first show how an arbitrary triangle can be decomposed into right-angled triangles whose
right angle is additionally axis-aligned. Then, by using only the allowed gates of BU, we present a
way to construct a Borsuk-Ulam function. We show that any solution of Borsuk-Ulam whose input is
the aforementioned function can be mapped back in polynomial time to an exact SC-Pizza-Sharing
solution.
By the definition of the Borsuk-Ulam function of Section 3, it is apparent that we need to be able to
compute parts of the area of a polygon, depending on where square-cuts fall. The function we provide
can compute parts of the area of axis-aligned right-angled triangles. For that reason, after a standard
triangulation (e.g. using the technique of [2]) we further preprocess it and decompose each obtuse
triangle into two right-angled triangles, by adding an extra line segment.
In particular, we check the obtuseness of a triangle ÏABC by computing the squared lengths of its
sides AB2, BC2, AC2 (each is rational; a sum of squares of rationals), taking the largest one, w.l.o.g.
AC2 and then checking whether AB2 + BC2 < AC2. If the inequality is not true then ÏABC is non-
obtuse and we proceed. Otherwise, we add the line segment BD that starts from B and ends at D on
side AC, where B̂DC = ÂDB = 90◦. The coordinates (xD, yD) of D are rationals since they are the
solution of the following two equations: (a) one that dictates that D is on AC: yD−yAxD−xA =
yA−yC
xA−xC , and (b)
one that captures the fact that BD and AC are perpendicular: yB−yDxB−xD ·
yA−yC
xA−xC = −1. In fact,
xD =
(yA − yD)[(yB − yA)(xA − xC) + (yA − yC)xA] + xB(xA − xC)2





(xD − xA) + yA.
At this point the triangulation of each polygon consists of non-obtuse triangles. The following
proposition makes the computation of areas of these triangles’ parts possible via a decomposition into
axis-aligned right-angled triangles.
Proposition 19. The area of any non-obtuse triangle can be computed by the areas of five axis-aligned right-
angled triangles.
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Proof. A proof by picture is presented in Figure 4, where we draw a segment from the top-left corner
to the bottom-right one, andÏXYB +ÏXBZ−ÎAYB−ÏXAC−ÎCBZ.
The proof is immediate if we show that every non-obtuse triangle ÏABC can be tightly inscribed
inside a rectangle, meaning that all of its vertices touch the rectangle’s perimeter. In particular,
the rectangle has coordinates (min{xA, xB, xC}, min{yA, yB, yC}), (max{xA, xB, xC}, min{yA, yB, yC}),
(max{xA, xB, xC}, max{yA, yB, yC}), and (min{xA, xB, xC}, max{yA, yB, yC}).
First, we argue that one of ÏABC’s vertices is on a corner of the rectangle. W.l.o.g. suppose
arg min{xA, xB, xC} = A. If arg min{yA, yB, yC}) = A or arg max{yA, yB, yC}) = A then A is
the bottom-left or top-left corner of the rectangle, respectively. Otherwise, suppose w.l.o.g. that
arg min{yA, yB, yC}) = B. If arg max{xA, xB, xC} = B then B is the bottom-right corner of the rectan-
gle. Otherwise, arg max{xA, xB, xC} = C. Then, if arg max{yA, yB, yC}) = C, C is the top-right corner
of the rectangle. Otherwise, arg max{yA, yB, yC}) = A and A is the top-left corner of the rectangle.
We conclude that a vertex of the triangle, w.l.o.g. A, is on a corner of the rectangle.
Now we need to show that B and C lie on the perimeter of the rectangle. By the definition of the
aforementioned rectangle’s vertices, it cannot be that both C and D are not on the perimeter; if for ex-
ample A is the top-right corner then arg min{yA, yB, yC} ∈ {B, C}, therefore vertex arg min{yA, yB, yC}
touches the lower side of the rectangle, and similarly if A is any of the other corners. Now, for the
sake of contradiction, suppose that the remaining vertex, w.l.o.g. C does not touch the perimeter of the
rectangle. Then, by definition of the rectangle’s vertices, B is on another corner. If A and B are on the
same side of the rectangle, then it is clear by the definition of the rectangle’s coordinates that C must
be on the perimeter of it. Otherwise A and B are diagonal corners of the rectangle. Then, AB is the
largest side of the triangle and if C is not on the boundary, it holds that AC2 + BC2 < AB2, meaning
that ÏABC is obtuse, a contradiction. Therefore, any non-obtuse triangle can be tightly inscribed in a
rectangle.
C.2 Constructing the Borsuk-Ulam function
Here we show how to construct the Borsuk-Ulam function f : Sn 7→ Rn given n sets of weighted
polygons. We will focus on an arbitrary colour i ∈ [n] and present the coordinate fi.
Consider the τ ≥ 1 weighted polygons of the i-th colour, and let us focus on a particular polygon
t ∈ [τ]. We have triangulated the polygon into mt non-obtuse triangles. Consider one such triangle




j , which are the corresponding five axis-aligned right-
angled triangles described in Appendix C.1. W.l.o.g. we consider T1j and T
2
j to be the positively
contributing triangles and the rest being the negatively contributing triangles. For each of them we will be
computing the positive measure that the cut #»p of SC-Pizza-Sharing defines (see Appendix B). By the
axis-aligned right-angled triangle decomposition described in the proof of Proposition 19, it suffices
to show how to compute parts of areas of such a triangle, for all of its four possible orientations:
QI , QI I , QI I I , QIV , where Qo is the orientation when, by shifting the triangle so that the vertex of the
right angle is on (0, 0), the whole triangle is in the o-th quadrant.
First, we test the orientation of our triangle. Observe that for T1j and T
2
j we know that the ori-
entation is QI and QI I I , respectively (see ÏXYB and ÏXZB in Figure 4). For T3j , T4j , T5j , we check the
coordinates and identify what kind of triangles they are.
For a fixed colour i ∈ [n], for each possible category Qo, o ∈ {I, I I, I I I, IV} we show how to
compute the term that an axis-aligned right-angled triangle Trj =ÏABC, j ∈ [m], r ∈ [5] contributes to
the Borsuk-Ulam function f ( #»p )i. Let us denote by gj,r(x) the linear function of the line segment ofÏABC’s hypotenuse (with respect to the horizontal axis x). We also denote by (xj,r, yj,r) and (x′j,r, y′j,r)
the bottom and top points that define the hypotenuse ofÏABC. The vertex of the right angle is defined
by these four coordinates depending on Qo.
For any given point (feasible solution) #»p that defines a SC-path of SC-Pizza-Sharing (see Ap-
pendix B), recall that there are dn/2e slices 0 = y0 ≤ y1 ≤ · · · ≤ ydn/2e ≤ ydn/2e+1 = 1 that determine
dn/2e+ 1 slices |z1|, . . . , |zdn/2e+1| that partition [0, 1]2. One can see that, given the zs’s, s ∈ [dn/2 + 1e]
from #»p , the ys’s can be computed by the recursive expression ys = |zs| − ys−1.
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We first define the following auxiliary functions Arj (zs), B
r





· [min{max{xj,r − xs−1, 0}, g−1j,r (ys−1)− x
′
j,r}+
+ min{max{g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{−zs, 0})− xs−1, 0}, g
−1
j,r (ys−1 + max{−zs, 0})− x
′
j,r}]·






(x′j,r − xj,r) + max{x′j,r − g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{−zs, 0}) , 0}
]
·





· [min{max{xs−1 − xj,r, 0}, x′j,r − g−1j,r (ys−1)}+
+ min{max{xs−1 − g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{zs, 0}) , 0}, x
′
j,r − g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{zs, 0})}]·






(x′j,r − xj,r) + max{x′j,r − g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{−zs, 0}) , 0}
]
·





· [min{max{xs−1 − x′j,r, 0}, xj,r − g−1j,r (1− ys−1)}+
+ min{max{xs−1 − g−1j,r ((1− ys−1) + max{zs, 0}) , 0}, xj,r − g
−1
j,r ((1− ys−1) + max{zs, 0})}]·






(xj,r − x′j,r) + max{xj,r − g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{−zs, 0}) , 0}
]
·





· [min{max{x′j,r − xs−1, 0}, g−1j,r (1− ys−1)− xj,r}+




(1− ys−1)− xj,r + max{−zs, 0}
)
}]·






(x′j,r − xj,r) + max{g−1j,r (ys−1 + max{zs, 0})− xj,r, 0}
]
·
·min{y′j,r − yj,r, max{y′j,r − ys−1, 0}+ max{zs, 0}}.
For an example of case QI I see Figure 9.
Then, we get the total area that all slices up to zs (i.e. [0, ys]) define together with xs from




Brj (−zs)− Arj (−zs)
)
,
which has the property that if zs > 0 (resp zs < 0), then the computed area considers the thickness |zs|
only in the part of the slice that is left (resp. right) to xs. For zs = 0, |zs| has no thickness, its measure
is 0, and consistently vanishes from the above functions.
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Figure 9: An example of a QI I triangle. The yellow (diagonally shaded) trapezoid is computed by
function Arj (zs) and the blue (dotted) trapezoid is computed by B
r
j (−zs).
Then, to isolate the part that only slice zs contributes to the positive measure, we define
drj (s) := D
r
j (s, zs)− Drj (s, 0).
Consequently, the positive measure that an (unweighted) non-obtuse triangle j contributes to the






d1j (s) + d
2
j (s)− d3j (s)− d
4
j (s)− d5j (s)
)
.
Finally, given that colour i ∈ [n] has τ many weighted polygons, each of weight wt, t ∈ [τ], which has
been decomposed into mt many non-obtuse triangles, i’s positive measure (i.e. the i-th coordinate of
the Borsuk-Ulam function) is









D Proof of Theorem 6
The proof is by showing that the aforementioned problem can be formulated as an ETR problem. We
will use the machinery of the BU containment proof (Theorem 5) to build the piece-wise polynomial
function f . In the proof of the aforementioned theorem we construct the function f : Sn 7→ Rn so
that it computes the “positive” part of measure i ∈ [n] in its i-th coordinate, and we require (at most)
n − 1 turns in the SC-path. It is easy to modify this construction for any given number k of turns:
by the proof of Theorem 3, what we need to do is to cut d(k + 1)/2e+ 1 slices (i.e. place d(k + 1)/2e
horizontal cuts) in [0, 1]2 and another k+ 1−d(k + 1)/2e vertical cuts on them starting with the second
slice from the bottom. Then, by the same mapping as in the aforementioned proof, we have a function
f : Sk+1 7→ Rn for which, if f ( #»P∗) = f (− #»P∗) for some #»P∗ we have a solution to exact SC-Pizza-
Sharing with k turns in its SC-path. One can see that the SC-Pizza-Sharing problems of Theorems
3 and 5 were special cases for k ≥ n− 1, for which the aforementioned equality is guaranteed by the
Borsuk-Ulam theorem.
The requirement f (
#»
P) = f (− #»P) can be implemented as an ETR formula, that is, it can be written
in the form: ∃ #»P ∈ Rm ·Φ, where Φ is a boolean formula using connectives {∧,∨,¬} over polynomials
with domain Rm for some m ∈N compared with the operators {<,≤,=,≥,>}. Recall from Appendix
C.2 that function f is constructed using the operations {c,+,−,×c,×, max, min}, since also the | · |
operation can be implemented as: |t| := max{t, 0}+ max{−t, 0}. In f , we only need to replace each
max{y, z} and min{y, z} occurrence with a new variable gmax and gmin respectively and include the
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following constraints Cmax, Cmin in formula Φ:
for max: Cmax =((gmax = y) ∧ (y ≥ z)) ∨ ((gmax = z) ∧ (z > y)),
for min: Cmin =((gmin = y) ∧ (y ≤ z)) ∨ ((gmin = z) ∧ (z < y)).
Let us denote by #»g ∈ Rm′ all the variables needed to replace the m′ ∈ N occurrences of max and min
operations in f . Also, denote by C the conjunction of all the aforementioned Cmax, Cmin constraints.
Then our ETR formula is:


















This completes the proof.
E Proof of Theorem 8
The proof is straight-forward with the help of the proof of Theorem 5. Given the ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing
instance with n mass distributions, we just have to construct the Borsuk-Ulam function f with a
circuit as in the aforementioned proof (a task implementable in polynomial time). The function, as




∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ f (x)∂xj ∣∣∣∣∣∣∞} (and note that points where fi(x), i ∈ [n] is non-differentiable do not
matter for Lipschitzness). By the definition of f (proof of Theorem 5) one can see that λ is constant:
the polynomial pieces of f are of degree at most 2, and the partial derivative of each fi is defined by
the rational points given in the input that define the polygons. By formulating it as an ε-Borsuk-Ulam
instance, any solution of that instance corresponds to a solution of ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing, since fi(x) and
fi(−x) capture the measures µi(R+) and µi(R−), respectively in the definition of ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing.
F Proof of Theorem 9
The problem stated in the theorem is reduced to the respective version of ε-Borsuk-Ulam parameter-
ized by k in the same way as it was done in the proof of Theorem 6. Recall, k is the exact number of
turns the SC-path should have. Suppose now we are given an instance as described in the statement
of Theorem 9. Using exactly the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6, we can construct the
Borsuk-Ulam function f : Sk+1 7→ Rn in polynomial time. What remains to be shown in order to prove
inclusion in NP is that if there is a solution to the ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing with k turns in the SC-path, then
there exists a rational solution with bounded bit length.
As shown in the proof of Theorem 8, the function f we use (proof of Theorem 5) is continuous,
piece-wise polynomial, and therefore λ-Lipschitz continuous, where λ = maxn+1j=1
{
supx
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ f (x)∂xj ∣∣∣∣∣∣∞}
(again, note that λ is constant, and points where fi(x), i ∈ [n] is non-differentiable do not matter for
Lipschitzness). Suppose that a point x ∈ Sk+1 satisfies || f (x)− f (−x)||∞ ≤ ε for a given ε > 0, and
therefore it is a solution to the decision version of ε-Borsuk-Ulam when parameterized by the number
of turns k. Then, the following inequalities hold for any other point y ∈ Sk+1:
|| f (x)− f (−x)||∞ ≤ ε,
|| f (x)− f (y)||∞ ≤ λ · ||x− y||∞,
|| f (−x)− f (−y)||∞ ≤ λ · ||x− y||∞.
By the triangle inequality we get
|| f (y)− f (−y)||∞ ≤ 2 · λ · ||x− y||∞ + ε, for any y ∈ Sk+1. (1)
Consider now a number M that is upper-bounded by an inverse-polynomial of the input size.
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Then, for any y such that ||x− y||∞ ≤ M2λ we have from (1) that
|| f (y)− f (−y)||∞ ≤ M + ε,
meaning that y is also a solution to the ε′-Borsuk-Ulam parameterized by k, for ε′ = M + ε. Therefore,
y is a solution for the same problem when additively relaxed by at most an inverse polynomial (to the
input) quantity.
By the above, we conclude that there are always polynomial-size solutions to the problem (and
thus to the initial ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing problem) given that there are exact solutions to it. Therefore,
a non-deterministic Turing machine can guess such a solution and verify that is indeed a solution in
polynomial (to the input) time.
G Proof of Lemma 10
Proof. Consider a solution (R−, R+) for ε-SC-Pizza-Sharing with k cuts. For every j ∈ [m] denote by
R−j and R
+
j the part of of square sj that belong to regions R
− and R+ respectively. For every square
the path traverses, we will create either one or two cuts in ICH depending on the way the path cuts
this square. More formally, assume that square sj is traversed by the SC-path. We will consider the
following cases for the points (j, j) and (j + 1, j + 1).
• Case 1: (j, j) ∈ R+ and (j+ 1, j+ 1) ∈ R−. Then, we will add one cut at y = xj + |R+j | · (xj+1− xj)
and the label below y will be “+” and above y “−”.
• Case 2: (j, j) ∈ R− and (j + 1, j + 1) ∈ R+. Then, we will add one cut at xj + |R−j | · (xj+1 − xj)
and the label below y will be “−” and above y “+”.
• Case 3: (j, j) ∈ R+ and (j + 1, j + 1) ∈ R+. Then, we will add one cut at xj and one at y =
xj + |R+j | · (xj+1 − xj) and the label for [xj, y] will be “−” and for [y, xj+1] will be “+”.
• Case 4: (j, j) ∈ R− and (j + 1, j + 1) ∈ R−. Then, we will add one cut at xj and one at y =
xj + |R−j | · (xj+1 − xj) and the label for [xj, y] will be “+” and for [y, xj+1] will be “−”.
See Figure 6 for a visualisation of some of the cases.
Observe that the rules above create a valid labelling for I ; the labels alternate between the intervals
induced by the cuts. In addition, observe that for any of the first two cases, with the exception of the
first square the SC-path traverses, at least one turn required in order the SC-path to change direction
and cross the square. Hence, we add at most one cut for any of these squares. In order one of the last
two cases to occur, observe that the path needs to make at least two turns; one turn in order to enter
the square and one turn in order to place point (j + 1, j + 1) at the same region with the point (j, j).
So, we add two cuts for any of these squares. Hence, the number of cuts we have created in ICH is
at most the same as the number of turns of the path plus one for the cut we have created for the first
square. Hence we have at most k + 1 cuts, since the SC-path has at most k turns.
In order to complete the proof of the lemma, we need to prove that this set of cuts is indeed a
solution for ICH . To see this, observe that for every i ∈ [n] we have that
µi(R+) = ∑
j
cij · |R+j | = ∑
j
cij · |I+j | = vi(I
+).
Using identical arguments, we get that µi(R−) = vi(I−). The lemma follows, since we have assumed





Our starting point is an instance ICH of ε-Consensus-Halving with two-block uniform valuation and
the definition of points of interest 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ . . . ≤ xm ≤ 1 as they are defined in the “overlapping
reduction” paragraph. Recall, that in a two-block uniform valuation, every agent is associated with
a number ci that denotes the height of their blocks. Let cmax = maxi ci. We will create an instance
ε′-SC-Pizza-Sharing, ISCU, where ε′ = ε·ncmax . In what follows, Aj will denote the set of agents that have
positive value over the the interval of interest [xj, xj+1]. Furthermore, for every i ∈ n, let Zi denote the
set of intervals that agent i has positive value for.
Mass Distributions. For every agent i ∈ [n] we will create a mass distribution µi which will consist




ci/n2. In addition, µi will be uniformly distributed over each square.
Tiles. We will create m− 1 types of tiles. A tile consists of a n× n square-grid where each square of




cmax/n2. We use Aj in order to define tile tj; every row and every col-
umn of the n× n grid will contain exactly one square associated to mass µi. Hence, for every i ∈ Aj tile
tj will contain n squares related to mass distribution µi. If i ∈ Aj, then the (k, (i + k) mod n)th square





will be located at the centre of (k, (i + k) mod n)th square where k ∈ [n]; formally, the bottom-left















See Figure 7(b) for a visualisation.
Blocks. We will create m − 1 blocks B1, B2, . . . , Bm−1. Block Bj will have edge-size yj :=√
(xj+1 − xj) · cmax and will be tiled with
xj+1−xj
δ copies of tile tj. So, mass µi appears in Bj, only
if i ∈ Aj. Observe that for every i ∈ [n] and every j ∈ [m− 1] we have that:
• every row and every column of Bj contains exactly
√
n · (xj+1 − xj) squares related to mass µi;




ci/n2 each, associated with mass µi where
i ∈ Aj;
• µi(Bj) = (xj+1 − xj) · ci and µi(R) = ∑j∈Zi µi(Bj) = 1.
Next we explain the position of Bj on the plane; intuitively the bottom-left and the top-right corner of
every block lie on the diagonal line y = x. Let z1 = 0 and let zj := zj−1 + yj. The bottom-left corner
of block Bj is at (zj, zj), i.e., block bj spans over the points (zj, zj), (zj, zj+1), (zj+1, zj), and (zj+1, zj+1).
Observe that this construction guarantees that any SC-path with k turns can cross at most k + 1 blocks.




Proof. Recall that µi is created from the valuation function of agent i: the valuation is two-block
uniform where each block has height ci and the total value of the agent for [0, 1] is 1. Thus, we get that
∑j(xj+1 − xj) = 1ci . Then, the proof follows by observing that in every block contains n
2 · (xj+1 − xj)
squares of mass µi and then summing over all blocks.
H.2 Proof of Theorem 14
In this section we use the construction of Section H.1 to prove Theorem 14.
Consider a solution for the instance ISCU of ε’-SC-Pizza-Sharing. For every j ∈ [m− 1] denote by
R−j and R
+
j the part of block bj that belongs to regions R
− and R+ respectively. In addition, we will
use |R+j | and |R
−
j | to denote the portion of block bj that respectively belongs to R
+ and R−. So, for
every j ∈ [m− 1] we have |R+j | ∈ [0, 1] and |R
−




j | = 1. Since R
+ and R− form a
solution, we have |µi(R+)− µi(R−)| ≤ ε′ for every i ∈ [n]. Recall, due to the way we have constructed
ISCU, any SC-path with k turns can cross at most k + 1 blocks.
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For every block Bj the SC-path crosses, we will create either one or two cuts at [xj, xj+1] depending
on the way the path crosses this block, using the same approach we used in the “overlapping reduc-
tion” paragraph. More formally, assume that block bj is traversed by the SC-path. We will distinguish
two cases depending on whether Bj is the fist block the SC-path crosses or not.
If Bj is the first block the path crosses and (zj, zj) ∈ R−, then we will add one cut at y = xj + |R+j | ·
(xj+1 − xj) and the label below y will be “+” and above y it will be “−”. Else if (zj, zj) ∈ R+, then we
will add one cut at y = xj + |R+j | · (xj+1 − xj) and the label below y will be “−” and above y it will be
“+”.
For every other block Bj the SC-path crosses, we will consider the following cases for the points
(zj, zj) and (zj+1, zj+1).
1. (zj, zj) ∈ R+ and (zj+1, zj+1) ∈ R−. Then, we will add one cut at y = xj + |R+j | · (xj+1 − xj) and
the label below y will be “+” and above y “−”.
2. (zj, zj) ∈ R− and (zj+1, zj+1) ∈ R+. Then, we will add one cut at xj + |R−j | · (xj+1 − xj) and the
label below y will be “−” and above y “+”.
3. (zj, zj) ∈ R+ and (zj+1, zj+1) ∈ R+. Then, we will add one cut at xj and one at y = xj + |R+j | ·
(xj+1 − xj) and the label for [xj, y] will be “−” and for [y, xj+1] will be “+”.
4. (zj, zj) ∈ R− and (zj+1, zj+1) ∈ R−. Then, we will add one cut at xj−1 and one at y = xj + |R−j | ·
(xj+1 − xj) and the label for [xj, y] will be “+” and for [y, xj+1] will be“−”.
We are using the same idea as before, hence see Figure 6 for a visualisation of some of the cases.
Observe that the rules above create a valid labelling for I ; the labels alternate between the intervals
induced by the cuts. In addition, observe that for Cases 1 and 2, with the exception of the first block
the SC-path traverses, at least one turn required in order the SC-path to change direction and cross the
block. Hence, we add at most one cut for any of these blocks. In order one of Cases 3 and 4 to occur,
observe that the path needs to make at least two turns; one turn in order to enter the block and one
turn in order to place point (zj+1, zj+1) at the same region with the point (zj, zj). So, we add two cuts
for any of these blocks. Hence, the number of cuts we have created is at most the same as the number
of turns of the path plus one for the cut we have created for the first block. Hence if the path has k
turns, we have at most k + 1 cuts.
In order to complete the proof, we need to prove that this set of cuts is indeed an ε-solution for ICH .





that define mass distribution µi. Let Si denote this set of squares and let Sij denote the subset of Si
that belong to block Bj, i.e. Si = ∪j∈[m−1]Sij. Denote S+j the squares that belong to R
+; S−i the squares
that belong to R−; and Sci the squares that are crossed from the SC-path so they contain parts of both
R+ and R−. In addition, denote S+ij , S
−
ij , and S
c




i , and S
c
i constrained on block bj.
The uniform spread of the mass distributions over block Bj guarantees that if |R+j | = pj ∈ [0, 1],
then for every i ∈ Aj it holds that










The following observations will be useful in our proof.
Observation 2. Assume that there are k j turns in block Bj. Then for every i ∈ [n], we have that |Scij| ≤
(k j + 1) ·
√
n · (xj+1 − xj).





Observe that every row of Bj contains n · (xj+1 − xj) squares associate to mass µi. An SC-path with k
turns can cross at most (k + 1) rows or columns of Bj, hence the correctness follows.
In every solution for ε′-SC-Pizza-Sharing for ISCU we the the following.
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Lemma 20. In every solution for ε′-SC-Pizza-Sharing it holds that
∣∣∣∑j∈Zi pj · |Sij| − |Si|/2∣∣∣ ≤ ε′ · |Si| −
5n3/2.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by contradiction. So, for the sake of contradiction, assume
that there exists a solution for ε′-SC-Pizza-Sharing such that for some i ∈ [n] we have that∣∣∣∑j∈Zi pj · |Sij| − |Si|/2∣∣∣ > ε′ · |Si| − 5n3/2. Without loss of generality assume that
∑
j∈Zi
pj · |Sij| > |Si|/2 + ε′ · |Si| − 5n3/2. (3)














pj · |Sij| − |Scij|
) (









pj · |Sij| − (k j + 1) ·
√


































+ ε′ (since |Si| =
n2
ci
) (from Observation 1).
This contradicts the assumption that R+ is part of a solution, since we know that µi(R) = 1 and from
the inequality above we would have µi(R+)− µi(R−) > ε′. To complete the proof we have to consider
the case where ∑j∈Zi pj · |Sij| < |Si|/2− ε
′ · |Si|+ 5n3/2 instead of (3). Then, using identical arguments
as above, but using this time the left part of (2), we get that µi(R+) < 12 − ε′ which will contradict
again the assumption that R+ is part of a solution.
Now we are ready to prove the correctness of our theorem.
Lemma 21. For the constructed solution for Consensus-Halving instance ICH , we have that that |vi(I+)−
vi(I−)| ≤ ε, for every i ∈ [n].
Proof. Observe that our translation of the SC-path to cuts implies that
vi(I+) = ∑
j
pj · ci · (xj+1 − xj) and vi(I−) = ∑
j
(1− pj) · ci · (xj+1 − xj).
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So, we get that
|vi(I+)− vi(I−)| =


































I Proof of Lemma 15
Proof. Point 3 from the IDFMSCH instance guarantees the following for the produced instance of SC-Pizza-
Sharing. For every mass distribution µi there exist either three consecutive unit-squares sj, sj+1, sj+2
(or four consecutive unit-squares sj, sj+1, sj+2, sj+3) such that µi(sj ∪ sj+1 ∪ sj+2) > 12 · µi(R2) (or
µi(sj ∪ sj+1 ∪ sj+2 ∪ sj+3) > 12 · µi(R2)) and in addition for every i 6= i′ we have µi′(sj ∪ sj+1 ∪ sj+2) = 0
(or µi′(sj ∪ sj+1 ∪ sj+2 ∪ sj+3) = 0). Hence, in every solution of SC-Pizza-Sharing the SC-path has to
cross every such triplet (or quadruple) of unit-squares. But since these triplets (or quadruples) are not
overlapping for any pair of mass distributions and we need to have at most n − 1 turns, we cannot
have any turn of the SC-path inside these triplets of unit-squares. If the SC-path had such a turn, then
inevitably it could not cross every triplet of unit-squares hence it could not be a solution for SC-Pizza-
Sharing. Since there are no turns inside the triplets of unit-squares and since the unit-squares lie on
the diagonal x = y, then there is no turn inside any unit-square.
J Proof of Theorem 17
Before we prove the theorem, let us give a brief sketch of the ETR-hardness proof of the aforementioned
Consensus-Halving decision version of [7]. We are given an instance of the following problem which
was shown to be ETR-complete (Lemma 15, [7]).
Definition 22 (Feasible[0,1]). Let p(x1, . . . , xm) be a polynomial. We ask whether there exists a point
(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ [0, 1]m that satisfies p(x1, . . . , xm) = 0.
Given the polynomial p, we first normalize it so that the sum of the absolute values of its terms is in
[0, 1] (thus not inserting more roots), resulting to a polynomial q. Then, we separate the terms that have
positive coefficients from those that have negative coefficients, thus creating two positive polynomials
q1, q2 such that q = q1− q2. Therefore, p( #»x ) = 0 for some #»x ∈ [0, 1]m if and only if q1( #»x ) = q2( #»x ). We
then represent q1, q2 in a circuit form with gates that implement the operations {c,+,×c,×} (where
c ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q is a constant input, and ×c is multiplication by constant). By the scaling we know that
q1, q2 ∈ [0, 1], and in addition, the computation of the circuit using the aforementioned operations
can be simulated by a Consensus-Halving instance with n− 1 agents, where n− 1 ∈ poly(#gates);
the argument of p becomes a set of “input” cuts and according to the circuit implementation by
Consensus-Halving, two output cuts encode q1 and q2. Finally, checking whether q1 = q2 is true is
done by an additional (n)-th agent that can only be satisfied (have her total valuation split in half) if
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and only if q1(
#»x ) = q2(
#»x ) for some #»x ∈ [0, 1]m. In other words, the Consensus-Halving instance has
a solution if and only if there are “input” cuts #»x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ [0, 1]m that force the rest of the cuts
(according to the circuit implementation) that encode the values vm+1, . . . , vn−1 at the output of each
of the circuit’s gates such that they also cut the (n)-th agent’s valuation in half without the need for
an additional cut.
We are now ready to prove the theorem.
Proof. We will use exactly the same technique up to the point where we have a Consensus-Halving
instance that checks whether q1 = q2. Then, we use the gadgets described in the FIXP-hardness
reduction of Section 4.2 that reduce the valuation functions of n agents in Consensus-Halving into
mass distributions of a SC-Pizza-Sharing instance with n colours. According to Lemma 15 in any
solution of the resulting SC-Pizza-Sharing instance, the SC-path does not have turns inside any
unit-square. This means that each horizontal/vertical segment of the SC-path that cuts a unit square
in SC-Pizza-Sharing has a 1-1 correspondence to a cut of a Consensus-Halving solution, thus a
Consensus-Halving solution that uses n − 1 cuts would correspond to a SC-path with n − 1 line
segments, i.e. n− 2 turns. Therefore, if and only if there is a SC-path that solves SC-Pizza-Sharing
with n colours and n− 2 turns, there is a (n− 1)-cut that solves Consensus-Halving with n agents,
and equivalently there is a #»x ∈ [0, 1]m such that p( #»x ) = 0, making the Feasible[0,1] instant “yes”.
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